An RMBC founding member, Ted Ferris
departed this earth 9/2/2011

The photo of Ted shows him holding two Gentle Wind
Borzoi from his successful “J” litter of 1984. On his right is
Ch. Galaxy’s Gentle Wind Jupiter, FCh. On his left is Ch.
Gentle Wind Jessica, CD, FCh. Other members of this
litter were Ch. Gentle Wind Jemini, FCh., Ch. Gentle
Wind Jondalar and Ch. Gentle Wind Jaelle. With Ted’s
encouragement, these five dogs were handled by their owners
and finished their nine titles, competing harmoniously with
each other. Because of Ted, the owners of these wonderful
hounds became friends and for this we are very thankful to
him."
"As a result of the work that Ted and others accomplished
together, we held a successful Borzoi Club of America National Specialty in 1987. This group of friends enjoyed each
others’ teamwork and the fruits of their labors so much that
we decided to form the Rocky Mountain Borzoi Club. It
took a concerted effort to gain AKC and ASFA recognition, but we persevered, overcame all obstacles, and had a lot
of fun along the way."
"Ted will be missed but remembered fondly as a friend, a
mentor, a gentleman of the utmost integrity and a breeder
that truly loved his and, indeed, all Borzoi. Tally ho, Ted!"
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